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EFFORT REPORTING SYSTEM (ERS) 
TRAINING FLOW 

 
 
The following training session will be a step–by–step review of the effort certification process 
using ERS.  This training session will explain a number of roles including the Department 
Coordinator (DC), Pre Reviewer, Certifier and Post Reviewer roles.  Although you may not be 
responsible for performing all of these roles, it is important to understand the activities 
associated with each of the ERS roles involved in the effort certification process.  During the 
training, you will assume a number of different roles within ERS to become familiar with the 
entire process. 
 
The first role we will examine is that of the Departmental Coordinator (DC).  Typically this 
person will be the department budget manager and/or business administrator.  The DC may 
assign roles (both Sub Department default roles and assignments of individual effort reports).  
The DC can also Pre Review and Post Review effort forms and generate management reports 
for an entire department.  The SubDC will mainly perform the Pre Review and Post Review 
function of effort forms for their ERS Sub Department(s).  Lastly, the SubDC can also 
generate management reports for their assigned Sub Department(s).  
 
During this training session, we kindly ask that you not work ahead of the instructor.   
 
The MAXIMUS instructor will explain the scenario first, followed by a screen-by-screen 
instruction, walking you through the scenarios from start to finish while instructing you when to 
click, read, observe or watch a demonstration overhead.  You are encouraged to ask 
questions throughout the training session as well as notifying the closest training assistant or 
the instructor if you are experiencing technical difficulties.  There will also be opportunities for 
you to participate in the discussion about effort reporting best practices although it is assumed 
that you have previously been instructed regarding the policies, procedures and practices of 
the University. 
 
This training document will serve as an ongoing resource to refer back to when University of 
Houston operates ERS in a live environment.  You are encouraged to use this as a reference 
manual. 
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Logging onto ERS 
 
For this training, you will be logging on through a URL for a training site especially established 
for today’s training.  This will not be used for future log ons outside of this training session. 
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A. Log on to the system as the Departmental Coordinator Grant Adams using your USERID 
111111XXX and your Password temp (all lower case, no quotations). 
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B. The MAXIMUS instructor will guide you through the home page, navigation bar, and side 
panel options as well as describe the center graphic, statistics and Status/My To Do table.  
Please watch the overhead presentation.  The MAXIMUS instructor will instruct you when 
to click options on your computer. 

 

 
 
 
 
Scenario # 1:  CHANGING CERTIFIER ASSIGNMENTS 
 

• Designate Jennifer Evans’ effort form as Line Item Effort Form 
 
In this scenario, Grant Adams as the DC will designate Jennifer Evans’ effort form as Line 
Item Effort Form to allow Principal Investigators (Karen Davis B and Michael Ford) to certify 
Jennifer’s effort expended on their project. Jennifer will no longer be able certify her form. 
 
A. Click on Assignment from the left-hand menu. 
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B. Click on the Change Assignments for Individuals hyperlink. 
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C. Select your Department and click Proceed. 
 

 
 
 
D. Select your Sub Department and click Proceed. 
 

 
 
 
E. Select Jennifer Evans and click Proceed. 
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F. Select Enable Selected Forms as Line Item Forms for Jennifer Evans and click 

Proceed. 
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G. Jennifer’s sponsored accounts are displayed, along with Principal Investigators assigned.  

Click Proceed. 
 

 
 
 
H. ERS presents the confirmation that Jennifer’s effort form has been designated as line item 

form.  Click Exit. 
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Scenario #2:  PRE REVIEW OF THE EFFORT REPORT 
 

When the Effort Reporting Central Administrator has generated effort reports for a new 
effort reporting period, an email is sent to Pre Reviewers informing them to begin 
reviewing effort reports.  Pre Review can be completed by the Departmental Coordinator 
or Sub-Departmental Coordinator depending on the assignments or delegation of duties 
within each Sub-Department.  The purpose of Pre Review is to ensure payroll charged 
and cost sharing align with the effort percentages expected for that individual. This is an 
important step prior to certification for correcting payroll distributions to align with the 
expected effort devoted.  Ultimately, the Certifier will decide whether the results 
reasonably agree with the actual effort devoted.   

Employee #1 – Jennifer Evans 
 
Pre Review 
 
A. ERS provides users with a dynamic Status / My To Do list that allows quick and easy 

access to the effort reports requiring action.  Click on the “1” under Pre Review Pending in 
the Status/My To Do List, Current Period (053115). 
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B. Select Jennifer Evans from the list of individuals.  Jennifer Evans’ form is going to be 
certified by multiple Principal Investigators, and is therefore, listed under the Line Item 
Effort Forms section.   

 

 
 
 
C. Note that the form displays a message to alert the Department Coordinator (or the Pre 

Reviewer) that the form has been enabled for Line Item certification.ERS provides payroll 
detail to help you understand the amounts that are included in the Payroll column.  Review 
the Effort Report and then click on “$13,260.21” under the Payroll column to review the 
Payroll Details. 
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D.  The following Payroll Details by Transaction report is presented by account by pay period.  
The accounts will be sorted in numerical order.  The Effort Payroll column is the list of 
earnings used to derive the payroll percentages by dividing the sum of each account by 
the total Effort Payroll earnings column to arrive at percentages.  If an individual has a 9-
month appointment, the Pre Amount will reflect the individual’s amount paid, and the 
Payroll column will reflect the amount earned.  ERS has a rounding routine to ensure total 
percentages do not fall short of or exceed 100%.   At the bottom of the form is the option 
to export the form to Excel or PDF. 

 

 
 

Next, click Close Window to exit from the Payroll Detail report and resume Pre Reviewing 
the effort form for Jennifer Evans. 

 
 
E.  After reviewing the effort form, Grant Adams agrees no changes need to be made to 

Jennifer Evans’ effort form, and then clicks Proceed. 
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F. The Pre Review Summary shows that you have completed Pre Review of the effort form.  

ERS records on the effort form the name of the Pre Reviewer and the date the forms was 
Pre Reviewed.  Additionally, the form indicates that an email notification was sent to the 
Certifiers (two [2] PIs who will be certifying Jennifer Evans’ effort form) alerting them that 
the effort form has been Pre Reviewed and is ready for their certification. The Pre 
Reviewed effort form can be downloaded to PDF or sent to a printer for a hard copy. By 
clicking Exit, ERS will take you back to your (Grant Adams’) list of effort forms requiring 
Pre Review. 
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G. Note Jennifer Evans’ effort form has now been Pre Reviewed and is notated with a letter 

“Y” meaning “yes”, the form has been Pre Reviewed.  Click on Return to Home link. 
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Scenario #3:  PRE REVIEW OF THE EFFORT REPORT 
 
Employee # 2A – Karen Davis A 
 
A. From the home page, click on “3” listed under Critical.    
 

 
 
 
B. Select Karen Davis A from the Pre Review list of individuals.  
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C. Notice the message at the top of the form indicating that the form is subject to the Salary 

CAP.  The Pre Reviewer can click on the “ ” icon (or the ‘here’ link at the top) that is 
displayed next to the account to view more information pertaining to the Salary CAP. Click 
here link to review the information ERS provides to the Pre Reviewer. 

 

 
 
 
D. ERS provides the detailed information related to Salary CAP for each account/project 

subject to the cap.  Click on Close Window to return to the form.   
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E. To make the necessary adjustments in compliance with the Salary CAP, the Pre Reviewer 
would need to generate a cost transfer in PeopleSoft.   Click on Initiate CT to mark the 
effort form as ‘Pending Cost Transfer’.   

 

 
 
 
F. Karen Davis A’ form now reflects “Cost Transfer Pending”.  The effort form is put on hold 

until the cost transfer is transacted and approved in PeopleSoft and subsequently brought 
into ERS.  Click on Exit Form.   

 

 
 
G. Karen Davis’ A effort form status reflects N (CT Pending), indicating that the cost transfer 

is pending to be processed.    
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Employee # 2B – Karen Davis B 
 
A Karen Davis B form reflects the Cost Transfer that was processed in PeopleSoft and 

subsequently, loaded in ERS.  This is a continuation of Karen Davis A.  Pre Reviewer, 
Grant Adams, received an email stating that the cost transfer has been processed and 
that the effort form is now ready to be Pre Reviewed and certified.  Karen Davis B form 
has the status of N (CT Posted), indicating that the cost transfer has been posted.  Click 
on Karen Davis B.   
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B At the top of the effort form, Pre Reviewer is notified that the cost transfer has been 

posted. To view transactions that were posted, click on the Total Payroll link, $71,986.00.  
 

 
 
 
B Items highlighted in green represent the cost transfer that was processed in PeopleSoft 

and reflected in ERS.  Click on Close Window to close this screen and return to the Pre 
Review form.   
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B To meet the stipulated commitment, this form will also need to reflect appropriate level of 

Cost Sharing.  Click on Input as % to reflect cost sharing.     
 

 
 
 
C. Enter the following in the cost sharing boxes and then click on Input as $:   
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D. Click on Proceed.   
 

 
 
 
E. This completed the Pre Review.  An email went out to Karen Davis B to notify her that her 

effort form is now available for certification.  Click on Exit.   
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F. Karen Davis B status now reflects “Y” under the Pre Reviewed? column.     
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Employee # 3 –Michael Ford 
 
A. Select Michael Ford from the Pre Review list of individuals.   .  
 

 
  
 
B. Michael’s form has a suspense account.  Therefore, it was placed in the Critical Category 

to alert the Pre Reviewer to take action. Suspense accounts need to be cleared (balance 
of $0.00) in order for the form to advance to the Certifier.  To clear the suspense, the Pre 
Reviewer will be making a cost transfer, transferring the full amount to the sponsored 
project.   Also note, that the cost sharing has been pre-populated by ERS.  The cost 
sharing percentage is part of the total commitment listed for this project.  Click on the 
“12%” listed under Commitment column.   
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C. Commitment detail shows a total of 12% effort committed on this project of which 10% is 
cost sharing.  As a result, ERS pre-populated the Cost Sharing column with the cost 
sharing amount on the effort form.  Click on Close Window.   

 

 
 
D. Click on Initiate CT.  The form will be marked as ‘CT Pending’.   
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E. Click Exit Form.   
 

 
 
 
F. The status of Michael Ford’s form now indicates ‘N (CT Pending).    
 

 
 
 
G. Click on Return to Home.  
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Employee # 4 –James Barns 
 
A. From the My Status/To Do, click on “1” listed under Pending Pre Review Prior Periods   .  
 

 
  
 
B. Select James Barns from the Pre Review list.   James Barnes’ form is for the summer 

reporting period.  
 

 
 
 
C. James’ form represents a summer effort form.  The Pre Reviewer notices that one of the 

accounts is not represented on the form.  Pre Reviewer will add this account using the 
Add Account followed by the account search process.   Click on Add Account.  
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D. Enter 00730-56793 for Project ID.  Sponsored Account will be selected by default. Click on 

Continue.  
 

 
 
 
E. Select the account from the drop down.  Account Description and the Account Status will 

automatically be selected.  Click on Add Account.  
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F. The account has been added to the form.  The Pre Reviewer will be making a cost transfer 

to reflect the correct charges on this account.  Click on Initiate CT.    
 

 
 
 
G. Cost Transfer Pending is now displayed at the top of the form.  Click on Exit Form.    
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H. The Pre Review status for James Barns now reflects ‘N (CT Pending)’.  Click on Home.    
 

 
 
 
I. Click on Log Off.    
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Scenarios #3 and 4: CERTIFICATION 
 
Certifier # 1 – Karen Davis B certifying her own form  
 
Log on as Karen Davis B, a faculty member.  Typically you will not be performing the role of a 
Certifier in the live environment; however, it is important to understand what the Certifier will 
be encountering.   
 
A. Log on using your training User ID for Karen Davis B:  444444XXX and password temp.  
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B. Click on the ‘2’ under Certification Pending in the Status/My To Do List Current Period.  
 

 
 
 
C. Karen Davis B is certifying her form and effort related to her project for Jennifer Evans.  

Click on Karen Davis B.   
 

 
 
 
D. Certification form for Karen Davis B is presented.  While reviewing this form, Karen 

determines that the effort reflected on the last sponsored project (00730-5015-H0288-
B0001-G100232 (46963)) is not correct.   

 
 

https://highereducation.maximus.com/UH-Training/servlet/Account?fn=acctDetail&acct=00730-5015-H0288-B0001-G100232%20(46963)�
https://highereducation.maximus.com/UH-Training/servlet/Account?fn=acctDetail&acct=00730-5015-H0288-B0001-G100232%20(46963)�
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E. Karen will update the effort column on this project to change the effort percentage from 44 

to 50.  To ensure the effort form totals 100%, Karen will also update the first non-
sponsored account so that it now reflects 1.  Click Proceed.  
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F. Confirm the percentages as correct, review the Certification Checklist and read the 
Attestation Statement.  If the Certifier agrees with the effort distributions, he/she will click 
Certify.  

 

 
 
 
G. Review the Certified Effort Statement, including Certifier name and date certified, and 

email confirmation that was generated to the Post Reviewer to reconcile the differences. 
Click Exit Form. 
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H. A “Y” in the Certified column indicates the form has been certified. 
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Certifier # 1 – Karen Davis B certifying her projects on Jennifer 
Evans’ form.  
 
Next, Karen Davis B will be certifying the effort Jennifer Evans devoted to her project.  This 
process is called ‘Line Item Certification’.   
 
A. Click on Jennifer Evans located under Line Item Effort Forms section.   
 

 
 
 
B. The Line Item Effort Form looks similar to the form Karen Davis B certified in the previous 

example.  Karen’s project is currently showing 6% of effort.  The remaining project will be 
certified by Michael Ford.  Karen reviewed the form and confirmed that the effort is 
reflected correctly.  Click Proceed.     
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C. Karen will review the attestation statement, the Certification checklist and will click Certify.     
 

 
 
 
D. Certification is now complete.  Click on Exit Form.     
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E. Jennifer Evans’ form now reflects ‘Y’ under Certified? column.  Click on Return to Home.     
 

 
 
 
F. The ‘My Status/To Do’ for Karen Davis B now doesn’t have any pending forms. Click on 

Log Off.     
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Scenario #4: CERTIFICATION  
 
Certifier # 2 – Michael Ford certifying his project on Jennifer Evans’ 
form.  
 
A. Log on as Michael Ford by entering training user ID: 555555XXX and password temp. 
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B. Click on the ‘1’ under Certification Pending in the Status/My To Do List Current Period. 
Michael’s own form has not finished Pre Review yet, and therefore, not available for 
certification.   

 

 
 
 
C. Select Jennifer Evans from the list. The effort form is located in a section titled “Line Item 

Effort Forms”. Review the Effort Form.  Michael Ford can only certify effort as it relates to 
his project(s).   
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D. Review the Effort Form.  Michael determines that percentages are correct and will click 

Proceed.  
 

 
 
 
E. Confirm the percentages are correct once again, review the Certification Checklist and 

read the Attestation Statement.  If the Certifier agrees with the effort distribution Certify. 
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F.  The effort form has now been certified.  Click Exit Form.  
 

 
 
 
G. Jennifer Evans’ form certification status now reflects “Y” under Certified? Status.  Click on 

Log Off.   
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Scenario #5:  POST REVIEW 
 
Log on to the system as the Departmental Coordinator Grant Adams using your USERID 
111111XXX and your Password temp (all lower case, no quotations). 
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A. Click on number ‘1’ located under Post Review Pending box.  
 

 
 
 
B. Click on Karen Davis B.   
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C. Post Review Summary screen is presented highlighting the differences between the 

percentages from Pre Review and Certification.  Click Proceed.  
 

 
 
 

D. Post Review screen looks similar to the Pre Review screen.  Post Reviewer can view the 
effort form at the Pre Review stage, if necessary.  Grant Adams determines that the 
differences should be defined as a Cost Transfer.  Click Initiate CT. 
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E. Post Review form will now have the status of Cost Transfer Pending.  Click on Exit 

Form.  
 

 
 
 
F. Post Review form will now have the status of N(CT Pending).   Click on Return to 

Home. 
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Scenario #6:  REPORTING 
 
Click on the 1 out of 4 link located on the Dashboard.  This will take the user to the 
Comprehensive Status Report reflecting the details for the current reporting period.  
 

 
 
 
This report provides the details for Pre Review, Certification, Post Review and Completed 
Forms.    
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Click on Reporting in the Menu at the left of the home screen.  
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Example:  Effort Forms Not Completed 
 
A. Click on the desired Reporting Period (053115).   
 

 
 
 
B. Check the department.  Click Proceed. 
 

 
 
 
C. This report will display all effort forms that have not been completed. 
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Example: Line Item Eligibility Report 
 
A. Click on the desired Reporting Period (053115). Select the desired department followed by 

subdepartment.   
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B. The report displays all individuals that have an effort form for the reporting period including 

their line item eligibility criteria. 
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